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Using Data to 
Drive Digital 

Transformation 

Many industries are in the process of a digital transformation, pioneering new and disruptive 

This transformation is primarily led by the digitization of processes and the widespread 

availability of information – including big data from both within and outside the enterprise, IoT 

(internet of things) sources such as sensors and digital channels, and access to both historical 

and forward-looking views. 

However, while the ability to capture and store vast amounts of data has grown at an 

unprecedented rate, the technical capacity to aggregate and analyze these disparate volumes 

of information is only just now catching up.

To be part of this digital transformation, companies need the right technologies that enable 

faster and easier analysis of this widespread data as well as new ways to integrate and innovate 

around the volume and variety of these readily-available data sets. 

In this paper, we will share the story of seven companies who transformed their businesses by 

using data analytics. We will also cover the analytics applications they put together to change 

their business model to a more digitally-enabled one.
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Product 
recommendation 

Business opportunity:
•   Uncover strategies for introducing new products

•   Empower sales and marketing with information to make the best product  recommendations 

Analytic Application:
•   Segment and score clients best suited for upsell based on demographics  and similar customers

•   Identify the best times for communication (e.g., change in a life event)

•   Associate the buyer with the right product

1

Global Financial Investment Management Company 

product recommendations for their customers and their likelihood 
to buy these products

Results:

2X funnel conversions from leads to appointments to wins

10% increase in average contract size 

2X success ratio on calls

17% revenue increase on a product line

Birst Customer 
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Show the value 
of your service 

with data 

Business opportunity:
•   Use analytics to show your buyer the true value of your product or service

•   Increase your win rates and decrease sales cycles

Analytic Application:
•   Launch a product that exhibits your service KPIs

•   Understand your user persona, their most important business KPIs, and use data to show the value       
    they get from your application / service around that KPI

•   E.g.: your product facilitates a business operation? Show how using your product increases the     
    productivity of people vs. historical trends

•   Put UX and ease of use as the #1 priority of building your analytic applications

2

TOP 20 
    FINANCIAL SERVICES 

#1 Global Travel Management Company 

corporate travel program is minimizing company travel spend  

Birst Customer 

Results:

Brought 945   
customer systems (travel records, corporate card                    
and personal card data) to show saving

 
to maximize savings
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Customer lifetime 
value  to tailor your 

valuable customers

Business opportunity:

•   Spend marketing dollars on customers with high lifetime value

Analytic Application:
•   Analyze customer marketing & sales frequency vs. average customer spend

•   Combine data from web clickstreams to sales records to identify value of a customer and their       
    payback period

•   Deploy attribution analysis to optimize the # of marketing touch points and cost of marketing    
    programs vs. the return
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3rd Largest Home Improvement E-Commerce Store

Decrease the number of marketing touch points and spend by 

Results:

Instead of marketing to a randomly selected list, target    
activities towards highest value customers 

75% lift in catalog revenue

Birst Customer 
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Use device / IoT 
data to create 

Business opportunity:
•   Create usage-based pricing

•   Deploy real-time risk mitigation strategies

Analytic Application:
•   Embedded IoT devices to collect data

•   Transform device usage data and patterns into meaningful information for business users

•   Make insights available to business users (e.g. insurance agents, logistic operators, etc.)

•   Scale and automate the process: as millions of data events become available, automatically funnel      
    through the transformation / visualization

•   Avoid reporting directly on operational data stores (Mongo/Hadoop) – they are slow and delay insights

4

Results:

Device performance for 3 million active subscribers

Insurance: usage-based policies, determining risk

performance; truck idle times benchmarks

Consumers: rental or owner’s car tracking and fraud detection

GPS Vehicle Tracking & Fleet Management

providers, and logistic companies

Birst Customer 
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Identify churn 
signals and retain 

your low-risk 
customers

Business opportunity:
•   Identify customers who will cancel a product within a certain timeframe

•   Propel growth and improve retention

•   Maintain and reward loyal customers

Analytic Application:
•   Understand the risk quality of each customer / policy in your portfolio

•   Develop a risk quality scale (e.g. 1-10 scale) 

•   Apply predictive modeling to forecast behavior 

•   Provide business users with insights, dashboards and visualizations
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Results:

Rank policies and premium on a scale of 1-10

Farm Bureau (a customer of Valen) achieved these results with 
their analytics solution:

•  Loss ratio reduced by 66%
•  Premium grew over 30%

Birst Customer Advanced Analytics Provider for Property and Casualty 
Insurers

Give underwriters real-time, data-driven insights for quoting new and 
renewal business, determining risk, and detecting fraud
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Create a new 
user experience 

on rich and 
comprehensive 

data

Business opportunity:
•   Turn raw data into a product that provides customers with easy-to-use KPIs and benchmarking

•   Create value-based customer conversations

Analytic Application:
•   Apply data management capabilities to transform raw information to easily consumable information 

•   Create business schemes so data becomes easily consumable by business users (e.g., create   
    product category by price variation by sales win rates)

•   Create one data pool for multiple audiences through multi-tenancy

•   Provide visualization for business users

6

Results:

Easy-to-use front end for customers (insurance carriers & agents)

Product launched to positive customer feedback

Largest Provider of Technology for the Insurance Industry 
in the United States

Turn high volumes of data (123 million transactions) into an 
analytics product that provides customers with benchmarking, 

competitive rate analysis, and consumer risk assessment

Birst Customer 
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Virtualization 
  etarelecca ot

customer 
deployment and 
change requests

Business opportunity:
•   Accelerate customer deployments

•   Fast dev      test       prod iterations =   
    accelerate customer requests 

Analytic Application:
•   Multi-tenancy and virtualization to create a               
    new environment for each customer in a     
    matter of minutes

•   Virtualization to mirror separate environment  
    for each customer’s production - in isolation  
    of other environments

7

Results:

Accelerate product launches by creating smaller, targeted, app-
like products

Core product launched in 8 weeks – each new customer 
deployed in a matter of days

Agile customer support by accelerating dev-to-test-to-production 
using connected, virtualized spaces

Australian ERP Software for the Mining Industry

development team that runs agile and frequent development cycles

Birst Customer 
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Closing 
Remarks

Organizations can truly transform and innovate their business models by taking a data-driven and 

analytic approach to their traditional processes.  

Today, emerging technologies such as IoT and digital channels have opened doors to new programs 

and initiatives that drive better customer acquisition, retention, service delivery, cross-sell/upsell, and 

adoption. Additionally, the broad availability of data has enabled the development of new analytics 

products that help businesses monetize their data assets in return for a value-add service for their 

customers.

However, while opportunities are endless, deploying analytics to lots of users requires a modern, multi-

architecture, companies can extend analytics quickly and at scale, and empower both internal and 

external users with new, digitally-transformed approaches for leading and running business operations.
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Birst’s

to dramatically improve the speed, alignment and economics of BI across the enterprise. Built on 

top of Birst’s next-generation, multi-tenant cloud architecture, Networked BI enables centralized and 

decentralized BI applications to be transparently connected via a shared analytical data fabric, delivering 

local execution with global governance.
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